Edmond Virtually Without Policemen

Chief Fired, 11 Others Out

By RAY ARKIN

The Edmond police force is being reduced from 21 officers to 12 by the end of the month. The city council voted last night to fire 11 officers, including the chief, and to hire seven new officers. The reduction comes as a result of budget cuts and a decrease in crime. The council has also approved a new police chief, who will be hired from outside the department.

Dope Bought At Schools

"Narc' Says Drugs Plentiful

By Jack L. Bland

Drugs are readily available to any student who wants them at local Oklahoma high schools, an undercover agent who spent three months investigating the scene said.

"If I'd worked primarily on the high school level, I'd probably be doing even better now," the agent said Friday morning at a press conference in which undercover officers working with the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) informed the public of their findings.

The agent, who asked that his name not be revealed, said he was able to purchase marijuana, cocaine, and hallucinogens at any Oklahoma high school.
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One year ago today it was part of

Sprinklers Not Needed

Building Code Inspector Bob Maris said that there is no need to install sprinkler systems in Oklahoma City.

Parking Rates Cut

City officials have approved a reduction in parking rates in the downtown area.

Phone Bill Probe Asked

GOP National Chairman Robert Dole asked about a possible investigation into the cost of telephone bills.

Inside News

U.S. China Contacts Set

The United States and China have agreed to establish diplomatic relations between the two countries.

Earmarking Bid Slapped

Ross Hits FOP Tax Stand

By Robert Englund

City Manager Tom Ross has announced that he will not support any tax increase for the police department.

Judge May Challenge Drug Law

By J. A. TAYLOR

A motion to challenge the constitutionality of the new drug laws was filed by a local attorney.

ITT Lobbyist Denies Deal

Washington - ITT lobbyist David B. Gold said Friday he is not under any obligation to make a deal with the Department of Transportation.

The Department of Transportation has been investigating the allegations of a possible deal between the department and ITT.

The investigation was prompted by a report in the Wall Street Journal that ITT was negotiating with the Department of Transportation to build a new terminal in Oklahoma City.

Gold denies the allegations and says that he is not involved in any negotiations.

The Department of Transportation has not commented on the report.

The story was picked up by the press and given national exposure.
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Future Nuptials Planned By Pairs

Western Union

William Plackett

Dolley-Demuth

Mary Perry

Elinor Dumas

Wilson Smoak

Ella Grayson

Polly's Pointers

Willie Matthews

Marilyn McKee

Simpson-Dubois

Glenview-Phillips

Polly's Pointers

Thinking Often Shows

Polly's Pointers

Room Redecorator

Helping Hand

Seventh In A Series

Oklahoma Art League To Hear Talk By Clark Bailey

Journal Entries

Mrs. McGowan Invites Art League To Model At Spring Show

Rabid Stalks Becoming Threat

Fair, Warm Day On Top

Gossip Column

by Robin Adams Sloan

Wild Onion Dinner

Nine Named To Health Panel

Tulsa Hotel Fire Injures Two

One Day BEDDING SALE!

PEAK VALUES! SAVES 20% to 33 1/2% SIMMONS SALE!

Dillard's Brown-Dunkin

July 17, 1957

$33.30

Each Price

$44.95

Each Price

$49.95

Each Price

$59.95

Each Price

Shepherd Mall, S. 23rd & Villa, Shop Monday thru Friday 10:00AM-8:00PM. Saturday 10:00AM-3:00PM. April 6 & 7, 8:00 AM-8:00PM. Sunday 10:00AM-3:00PM.
Lead Ban Banned From Paints

Pension Prices Jump

California's Abutts Its Boosters

Myriad Meets Building Code

Planes Strike North Again

Jury Mulls 3 Accused Of Murder

World Briefs

Chairman Urges Action

Cabinet Chief Resigns

One Killed in Spies' Race

It's Out! Women's Sports Continue

Whirlpool

Oil Shortage Denied

Whirlpool

March of Values

Jury Heirs Norman Officials

Oil Shortage Denied
Kleindienst Used As Antitrust ‘Sub’

Hall Man Due Audit Contract

Student’s Death Blamed On Drugs

It's how your clothes look after they've been dried with Electricity that's most important! Current fabrics are created of over 150 natural and man-made fibers. These current fabrics need a current clothes dryer! Electric's gentle, flameless heat treats delicate fabrics...delicately. Electric's radiant heat is even better than sunshine to keep colors bright. For these and other reasons...an Electric clothes dryer is a very good buy.
**Church Roundup**

**Talk Planned By Astronaut**

The First Baptist Church, located at 123 Main Street, will host a talk by an astronaut on Thursday evening at 7 PM. The astronaut, who has been on multiple space missions, will discuss their experiences and insights into life on the International Space Station. The event is free and open to the public. For more information, contact the church at 123-4567.

**First Baptist Slates 'Youth Spectacular'**

Young people will be free to express themselves at the First Baptist Church's 'Youth Spectacular' this Saturday night. The event features a variety of performances, including dance, music, and drama. Doors open at 8 PM, and the show starts at 9 PM. Refreshments will be served. There is a $5 cover charge at the door. For more information, call the church at 123-4567.

**War Chests**

**Criticism Reigned Over**

War chests have been a controversial topic in recent years. The city council has faced criticism for its allocation of funds. Despite the criticism, the council has maintained that the war chests are essential for emergency situations.

---

**Commerce Official Cites Inflation Goal**

The Commerce Department's official has stated that inflation is expected to remain stable in the coming months. However, he warned that the global economy is facing challenges that could affect inflation rates. The official reassured the public that the government is taking necessary steps to ensure price stability.

**Pat Turns Down Gridiron Bid**

Pat's restaurant has decided not to bid on the Gridiron restaurant complex offer. Pat's owner expressed concerns over the high cost of renovation and the potential decrease in foot traffic. The decision was made after consulting with financial advisors.

---

**OKLAHOMA CITY after dark**

**Der Dutchman Rates As Strictly 'Blue Ribbon' Club**

Dutchman's Bar is considered a 'Blue Ribbon' club in the downtown area. It offers live music and a vibrant atmosphere. The club's management assures patrons of a safe and enjoyable experience.

---

**Demo Phone Probe Asked**

The city council has asked for an investigation into the use of demo phones in the city. The council has expressed concerns over the financial implications and the impact on the city's budget. A committee has been formed to look into the matter further.
Editorials

Where Your Money Goes

With the end of spring and the beginning of summer, many people are thinking of the future. In this regard, it is important to remember that the money we earn and spend is not just a reflection of our personal choices, but also of our values and beliefs.

The amount of money spent on education is crucial for the future of our society. Education is not just a means to an end, but a fundamental right that enables individuals to develop their potential and contribute to society. It is also important for economic growth and social mobility.

In light of this, it is concerning to note that the amount of money spent on education has been declining in recent years. This is not only a matter of economics, but also a matter of justice. Every child has the right to a quality education, regardless of their background or family circumstances.

We urge policymakers to prioritize education in their budget allocations and to invest in programs that support low-income students. By doing so, we can ensure that every child has the opportunity to reach their full potential and contribute to a stronger and more equitable society.

The PEOPLE’S Voice

Song Cycle Slated

Playhouse Auditioning In Norman

New Gallery Opening Today

State Editors Say

What Berlin Should Explain

Paul Harvey

AA Plus Four Ex-Cons

Billy Graham
Oilers Extend Jinx

Vikings, Miami Eye Title

Iowa State Near Crown

Pirates Hit Finals

Del City Rolls, 7-3

Log Problem Shelves Candy

Chandler Eyes Crown

NCAA Mat Results

OU, Mizzou Set For TV Contest

Blocker Snares Citrus Open Lead

Bucs Snap Twins' Skein

Mann's 66 Takes Lead

State Track Slate Begins

Mar-Car Expecting Big Season

Sports Briefs
SPECIAL PURCHASE SALE

CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS...

Described for the most discriminating home, this luxurious sofa with its deeply pocketed back can be yours today. The 3 deep cushions are completely reversible for twice the wear. In beautiful Sandspur Velveteen in a choice of colors...

REGULAR $388
SAVE $100
SOFA $168
VELVET AVAILABLE AT $100

OUR TOP SELLING OPEN STOCK FAMILY ROOM NOW AT THIS REMARKABLE PRICE CHOICE.
YOUR CHOICE SOFA $148
MATTRESS/LOVESEAT & CHAIR AVAILABLE

KING MATTRESS & BOX SPRINGS SET
NOW
$158
$399

QUEEN MATTRESS & BOX SPRINGS SET
NOW
$124
$269

FULL OR TWIN MATTRESS OR BOX SPRINGS
NOW
$44
$89

FULL OR TWIN MATTRESS OR BOX SPRINGS
NOW
$44
$89

MILLIONAIRE
the ALL-IN-ONE ORTHOPEDIC HEALTH MATTRESS
20 YEAR GUARANTEE

*REGULAR...FIRM...EXTRA FIRM...
*Everything you could ever want in fine bedding

DON'T WAST THIS CUTF TIME TO SAVE ON THE FINEST BEDDING THAT MONEY CAN BUY...

*Don't need this cut time? Come to save on the finest bedding that money can buy...

COMPARISON:
NO OTHER MATTRESS GIVES YOU ALL THESE FEATURES FOR THE MONEY!

*Luxury Quilted "V" reversible Construction...Stainproof Protection.
*Luxury Decorator Case is quilted in layers of foam and cotton to the ultimate in deep-down comfort and beauty.
*Technically Designed Rolls made to last by Electronically Tempered Springs...

*The All-In-One Mattress Orthopedic Posture Perfect Support on 312 Heavy Gauge Coils. Ritz spring soft comfort on Steel and foam that is beautifully quilted (both sides) to an elegant cover.

CH FURNITURE & LOCATIONS

VINCENT AND KIRK BLITZ
H.W. COMPTON & DAVID GARDNER
Grant Square
HENRY'S
1530 S.E. 10th
737-7777

1107 N. Penn
524-6174

OPEN SUNDAY 1-4 P.M.
SATURDAY 9 A.M.-7 P.M.